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I have taken on the task to re- write, using inclusive language, the Psalm chants and
some scriptural verses that are used in the liturgical cycles of the Roman Catholic Church. I
have found the Psalm interpretation by Nan Merrill in her book Psalms for Praying, along with
the inclusive scripture by the first Egalitarian Translation of the Bible the closest
interpretations that reflect a deeper, more intimate Divine experience. So using these
translations as inspiration even making some needed musical adaptations of the word phrases,
I have put together cycle B of a three year cycle psalter that I am submitting for this thesis
project.
If the words of scriptures and the especially the psalms that that are sung at our liturgies
each week are to reflect our spirituality, then the translation used is important. The words that
we sing in the Psalms should reflect what we really believe because words are very important.
So the Psalms, using a new, more inclusive language format help many sing with words that
better describe their own spiritual experiences.
Words we say and use are important. They can be descriptive, informative, even
celebrating and affirming emotions and they can even be helpful. Those same words can also
be for another individual hurtful and cause emotional distress. Words often in different
languages don’t translate well or perhaps one language does not even have a good equivalent
word for a word in the new translation.
In music where the words used in a musical score can be limited due to the structure of
a piece of music, picking the best words as a musical composer can be one of the biggest
challenges. It is even more challenging when the musical piece is part of a spiritual setting, as
in one that I am composing for a liturgical gathering, and even for the community to
participate in singing.
The Psalms themselves cover the whole gamete of human feelings and emotions. There
are Psalms that are written from an individual person’s prayer as calling out in oy and
thanksgiving to sorrow. There are Psalms praying to the Divine for guidance or protection. Also
Psalms for the community to sing together in praise or sometimes even lament. There are
Psalms that reflect words of anger or loss, fear and abonnement. Psalms of joy, happiness,
love and praise are all covered. All of these human emptions can be found in the psalms that
are used by many in both the daily praying of the office in the monastic communities, and by
individuals. They are sung in the daily or weekly community worship celebrations in both the
Christian and Hebrew services. To use words which reflect a closer understanding of the
Divine, and that deep intimate relation to the Divine is important. To sing them or even just
read Psalm responses that can more closely reflect a deep understanding and experience of a
relationship to the Divine can be spiritually uplifting. Is not part of our journey in this life to
seek and have a deep desire to know and be known by the One I call the Divine One, know also
by many other names? Whatever words that can be sung or recited to help on our spiritual –
our life journey that ultimately brings us inner peace and understanding for me is joy.
It is very easy for me to call and imagine God as a loving parent whose embrace I can so
easily remember because I had those loving experiences growing up as a child. Names for God

in scripture bring images to mind, for some perhaps wonderful images and thoughts.
However, for some the often used name of “father” for God, is an image that brings up past or
present hurts and a great difficulty imaging a loving God as father if your personal experience
has been laden with fear, pain and hurt, the father image has not been any kind of loving
experience.
Images also are limiting, I really have come to appreciate the Jewish concept of not
even saying a name for the Divine lest it would limit who the Divine One really was. God is
beyond human comprehension and the attempt to try introducing the many faces –images
God only limits God by the very limits of our language. The other part of this is as we walk the
journey, we also need to experience, see and name the Divine that we need at that moment in
our lives, at that point of our journey. So for me to speak of the God as Divine as even
unnamable as our Jewish brothers and sisters choose to do, is closer to being able to image a
close heart relationship and awakening to what I know and experience as already a part of all
of creation.
When I sing it is adding another deeper layer to the words, I am opening up to a level of
participation from the core of my being of physically lifting up my voice with the deepest
emotion coming from within me. It is soul touching the Divine already present within me; it is
recognizing that oneness that the song permeates every cell and is then sung from the very
heart of my being.
Offering these sung responses in a language that can hopefully be respectful by using
inclusive language of a greater spiritual experience that opens the heart is my desire of this
musical project. I hope and pray that with an open the heart we can touch that special Divine
place within and throughout the universe.
There are a total of 70 Psalm Responses but due to limit download space I can only send
the first 9 psalms in two separate files. The music program they are written in does not
transfer very well into the PDF file I had to use so they could be printed out for you to see, I
am planning to print out this project from the music program and have it bound in a spiral
format and would be happy to send one to you if would like one. Just send me an address I
would happy to send one to you.
In the future I also hope to complete and publish the whole three year cycle set of the psalms;
I have already had inquiry as to when that will be available. I also will produce a CD of the
psalms sung which is another request, for listening and possible meditation use.

